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A Nanoelectromechanical-Switch-Based Thermal
Management for 3-D Integrated Many-Core

Memory-Processor System
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Xiwei Huang, Chun Zhang, Hao Yu, Member, IEEE, and Wei Zhang, Member, IEEE4

Abstract—Tera-scale has become the recent interest for high-5
performance computing system. In order to increase bandwidth6
yet decrease power, 3-D integrated many-core memory-processor7
system is one of the most promising solutions. However, the in-8
creased power density and longer vertical heat-removal path in9
3-D can result in thermal reliability concerns such as thermal run-10
away and thermal stability, which pose a significant barrier for11
tera-scale applications. Due to “green-switch” properties such as12
zero leakage current, infinite subthreshold slope, and tempera-13
ture resilient behavior, nanoelectromechanical switches (NEMS)14
are explored in this paper to mitigate the thermal reliability is-15
sues for 3-D integrated many-core memory-processor system. The16
NEMS-based thermal management for 3-D integrated many-core17
memory-processor system is examined from device, circuit, and18
system levels, respectively. Moreover, one real-time thermal man-19
agement is developed for improving system reliability with the use20
of NEMS-based thermal buffer and power gating. Experimental21
results show that our proposed approach can effectively prevent22
the thermal runaway and also maintain high thermal stability for23
3-D integrated many-core memory-processor system.24

Index Terms—Nanoelectromechanical switches (NEMS), ther-25
mal management, 3-D integrated many-core memory-processor26
system.

27

I. INTRODUCTION28

W ITH the rapid increasing demand of high-performance29

and high-throughput computing, tera-scale system has30

recently obtained wide interest [1], especially in the domains of31

server and modern data center. Tera-scale refers to the terabytes32

of data to be handled by computing system with teraflops of33

computation performance, which can be applied to real-time34

3-D graphics, scientific modeling and simulation, artificial in-35

telligence, etc. [2]. However, such a performance cannot be36

achieved by the traditional 2-D integrated system due to the lim-37
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itations of power and bandwidth [3]. Compared to the traditional 38

2-D integration, by stacking processors and memories vertically 39

and connecting them using through-silicon-vias (TSVs), the 40

3-D integrated many-core memory-processor system [3], [4] 41

can achieve shorter interconnect length with increased band- 42

width and reduced power. As such, 3-D integration has recently 43

become the trend for the integration of thousands of processors 44

and memories within a single chip for tera-scale computing. 45

However, the primary design challenge for 3-D integrated 46

many-core memory-processor system is the severe thermal con- 47

cern from twofold. First, the power density is increased due 48

to larger integration density leveraged from the third dimen- 49

sion as more processing components are squeezed into a rela- 50

tive smaller space. Second, the vertical heat-removal path from 51

chip to heatsink has become longer. As such, heat is accumu- 52

lated inside the chip and hence becomes difficult for dissipation. 53

There are two primary thermal reliability concerns in 3-D in- 54

tegrated many-core memory-processor system, namely thermal 55

runaway [8] and thermal stability [10]. Thermal runaway is 56

mainly due to a positive feedback loop between leakage current 57

and temperature with exponential dependence. Thermal stability 58

is mainly due to the threshold voltage shifting under increased 59

temperature, which can result in the reduced noise margin for 60

memory cell. 61

In general, one needs to improve the heat-removal ability to 62

resolve the aforementioned thermal reliability issues in 3-D in- 63

tegrated many-core memory-processor system. Many previous 64

approaches, such as adding thermal TSVs [4], [6] or microflu- 65

idic channels [7], [8], have been proposed recently at device 66

and circuit level. However, their primary limitation is the large 67

overhead to signal routing. There also exist a number of thermal 68

management schemes at system level [11], [12], but they are 69

mainly performed in an off-line fashion and hence are unable to 70

consider the real-time power management commonly deployed 71

for modern computing system. In order to improve the thermal 72

reliability of the 3-D integrated many-core memory-processor 73

system, the first design consideration is to reduce the power 74

consumption, i.e., the source of heat generation. Since leakage 75

power contributes significantly to the total power consumption 76

at advanced technology nodes [13], it is the primary power 77

source to be reduced. The second design consideration is to cre- 78

ate rapid heat-dissipation path. For example, one can interleave 79

the location of memory and processor such that a large temper- 80

ature gradient is formed for an efficient heat removal. Finally, 81

the third design consideration is to perform real-time thermal 82

control instead of the static thermal control. 83
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The use of “green-switch” by nanoelectromechanical84

switches (NEMS), which exhibits the infinite subthreshold85

slope and zero leakage properties, is one promising approach86

[14]–[16], [18] for leakage reduction recently. In this paper, we87

explore the design of hybrid NEMS-CMOS for 3-D integrated88

many-core memory-processor system, such as NEMS-based de-89

sign for memory and power gating. Based on the unique thermal90

resilience characteristics of NEMS devices, one real-time ther-91

mal management scheme is further developed to improve the92

thermal reliability. Experimental results by simulations show93

that compared to the CMOS-based design, the hybrid CMOS-94

NEMS-based design can reduce the leakage power by 56–70%;95

and the thermal stability is also improved by 2.3–7 times. More-96

over, with the proposed real-time thermal management, the hy-97

brid CMOS-NEMS-based system is able to aggressively throttle98

the thermal runaway, and the starting-time for thermal reliability99

can be delayed 4–6.6 times when compared to the CMOS-based100

system. The real-time thermal management also leads to less101

power gating overhead and 8 ◦C lower steady temperature when102

compared with the static thermal management.103

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In104

Section II, the problem of thermal reliability is addressed and105

the hybrid CMOS-NEMS-based thermal management is pro-106

posed for 3-D integrated many-core memory-processor system.107

Then, the design considerations of the hybrid CMOS-NEMS-108

based thermal management are explored from device, circuit,109

and system levels in Sections III–V respectively. Experimental110

results are presented in Section VI and the paper is concluded111

in Section VII.112

II. NEMS-BASED THERMAL MANAGEMENT FOR 3-D113

MANY-CORE MEMORY-PROCESSOR SYSTEM114

In this section, the thermal reliability is first defined, and the115

architecture of NEMS-based thermal management is explained116

in detail for 3-D many-core memory-processor system.117

A. Thermal Reliability in 3-D Many-Core Memory-Processor118

System119

In 3-D many-core system, the power at the source which gen-120

erates temperature T is defined as the thermal power Pthermal .121

As the temperature varies at ms-scale, Pthermal is a thermal-122

time-averaged value from the electrical-cycle-accurate power123

Pcycle . The thermal power can be expressed as the summation124

of dynamic power and leakage power125

Pthernal =

∫ t2

t1
Pcycledt

(t2 − t1)
= Pdynamic + Pleakage

= Pdynamic + B · eAT (1)

where A and B are the coefficients to describe the exponen-126

tial dependence between leakage power and temperature from127

microarchitecture level. The thermal power could induce high-128

temperature crisis, which will further leads to the thermal relia-129

bility problems in 3-D.130

In this paper, we focus on thermal reliability problems from131

two aspects, namely the leakage induced thermal runaway and132

Fig. 1. (a) Positive feedback loop of thermal and leakage-power coupling for
thermal runaway. (b) Concept of static-noise-margin (SNM) as the metric for
thermal stability of SRAM.

thermal stability caused by threshold voltage shifting under in- 133

creased temperature, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Thermal runaway 134

is caused by the exponential dependence of leakage power and 135

temperature. As such, if there is not enough heat-removal ability 136

to dissipate the generated heat, the chip temperature can keep 137

rising up and finally result in system malfunction [19]. As for 138

the thermal stability, we mainly focus on the memory block due 139

to its high integration density. For illustration purpose, SRAM 140

is employed as the main memory in 3-D many-core memory- 141

processor system. The stability of SRAM is usually evaluated by 142

the static noise margin (SNM) [10], which is the maximum value 143

of dc noise voltage tolerable by the SRAM cell without chang- 144

ing the stored data. SNM can be computed as the side length of 145

the largest square that can be nested between the voltage trans- 146

fer curves (VTCs) of two inverters in SRAM cell, as shown in 147

Fig. 1(b). When temperature rises, the gain of the inverter in 148

SRAM cell is degraded due to threshold voltage shifting and 149

leads to a lowered SNM. When the external dc noise becomes 150

larger than the SNM, the state of the SRAM cell changes and 151

the stored data are lost. 152

B. NEMS 153

The NEMS is an electrostatically actuated mechanical switch 154

whose state of operation is set by the voltage difference between 155

a movable terminal and a fixed terminal [15]. Fig. 2(a) shows 156

the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) picture of a fabricated 157

lateral NEMS device [16]. The basic operation of the device can 158

be illustrated using the three-terminal model shown in Fig. 2(b). 159

The three terminals are source (S), gate (G) and drain (D), 160

similar as CMOS device, with the beam physically connecting 161

to the source. By applying a bias voltage between the gate and 162

the source, i.e., VGS , an electrostatic force will be generated 163

and attracts the beam toward D, while the elastic force in the 164

beam resists the beam from deflecting. The device is turned 165

ON when the bias voltage goes beyond a certain threshold, i.e., 166

pull-in voltage Vpi , such that the beam bends sufficiently to 167

touch the drain and creates a physical conduction path from the 168

source to drain. Similarly, Vpo is the pull-out threshold voltage to 169

disconnect the beam from the drain (i.e., turn OFF the device). 170

Note that due to such physical disconnection, NEMS exhibits 171

zero off-state leakage as there is no path for current to flow. 172

Moreover, owning to the surface adhesion force at the switch 173
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Fig. 2. (a) SEM image of a laterally actuated NEMS device [16]. (b) IDS –
VGS characteristics to illustrate the hysteresis behavior of the NEMS device:
the switch pulls in when VGS > Vpi , and pulls out when VGS < Vpo .

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF NEMS

beam contact region, Vpo is usually smaller than Vpi , i.e., the174

I–V characteristics of NEMS exhibit hysteresis. The Vpi and175

Vpo can be designed by adjusting the physical dimensions of the176

NEMS.177

The fabrication of NEMS has been demonstrated in [16],178

[18]–[21] with a range of example circuits such as adder, flip-179

flop, SRAM, DRAM, DAC, and ADC. Moreover, the NEMS180

devices remained functional after more than 60 billion cycles.181

These validate the feasibility of implementing highly integrated182

hybrid CMOS-NEMS circuits for reduced leakage. Based on the183

number of terminals, NEMS can be classified in Table I. Com-184

paring the pull in/out voltage, the three-terminal NEMS switch185

demonstrated in [18] is employed in this paper for thermal man-186

agement with lowest delay (nanosecond) and area (300∼F2).187

188

C. NEMS-Based Thermal Management Solution189

Our 3-D hybrid CMOS-NEMS thermal management archi-190

tecture is shown in Fig. 3 to resolve the thermal reliability con-191

cerns. In this 3-D many-core architecture, each layer is com-192

posed of processors (green blocks) and memories (blue blocks).193

Note that although SRAM is used as the example of memory194

here, the proposed thermal management can be readily imple-195

mented for other types of memories as well. At device level,196

Fig. 3. System architecture of 3-D many-core memory-processor with NEMS-
based thermal buffer and power gating for both processor and memory at block
level.

the NEMS is utilized in the hybrid CMOS-NEMS SRAM cell 197

design to replace the two pull-down transistors, which could re- 198

duce the leakage power generation at the source. At circuit level, 199

since the dissipated power from memory is relatively lower com- 200

pared to the power from processors, memories are interleaved 201

in between processors to act as the thermal buffers in both hor- 202

izontal and vertical directions. Therefore, the relatively high- 203

temperature processors are separated by the low-temperature 204

memories. This leads to a large temperature gradient along the 205

edge which improves the heat transfer and dissipation on chip. 206

Moreover, at system level, NEMS-based power switches are 207

deployed together with the 3-D power-ground grid to further 208

cut off the leakage current of memories and processors when 209

needed. A real-time thermal reliability-aware controller is pro- 210

posed to perform an effective power-gating control. Note that the 211

real time here is at the thermal-time scale (i.e., ms) because pre- 212

venting the thermal-runaway is our objective for power gating. 213

This is different from the previous real-time power gating [22], 214

[23] at the electrical-time scale (i.e., ns), which is not useful for 215

thermal management. Details are discussed in Section V. Note 216

that for the power gating, the retention blocks (black blocks in 217

Fig. 3) are needed to hold the data for memory and processor 218

blocks during power off mode. 219

III. DEVICE LEVEL—NEMS-BASED MEMORY CELL DESIGN 220

Due to the ever fining feature size, CMOS-based memory cell 221

suffers from high-leakage induced thermal reliability issues as 222

mentioned previously. Take the SRAM cell as an example, the 223

traditional CMOS SRAM cell could also fail to fulfill the re- 224

quirements posed by 3-D many-core memory-processor system. 225

Alternatively, the “green switch” NEMS can be used to build the 226

SRAM cell by substituting the two pull-down CMOS transis- 227

tors [18] as shown in Fig. 3. In this section, we analyze both the 228

advantages and overheads of such hybrid CMOS-NEMS SRAM 229

cell regarding thermal reliability. 230
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Fig. 4. Leakage power dissipations for 45 and 22 nm for CMOS-based SRAM
cell versus hybrid CMOS-NEMS-based SRAM cell.

TABLE II
CMOS TRANSISTOR PARAMETERS USED IN LEAKAGE SIMULATION

A. Device-Level Leakage Reduction231

Due to its pure mechanical operation mechanism, NEMS232

behaves drastic leakage current reduction over CMOS transistor.233

When it is in the off state, there is no path for current to flow234

from source to drain owing to the physical separation. In other235

words, the NEMS device exhibits temperature-independent zero236

off-state leakage current and experiences an abrupt turn-on, i.e.,237

an extremely steep subthreshold slope.238

As shown in Fig. 3, in the hybrid CMOS-NEMS SRAM cell239

where two CMOS pull-down transistors are replaced by NEMS,240

the physical conduction path from Vdd to ground is broken at241

hold mode, which leads to a dramatic static power dissipation242

reduction compared to the CMOS SRAM cell. As shown in243

Fig. 4, 70% and 56% leakage power reduction is achieved for244

45- and 22-nm technology, respectively, at room temperature.245

In our experiment, the Verilog-A behavior model of NEMS246

comes from [18], and the CMOS transistor model comes from247

predictive technology model (PTM) [24]. Note that different248

power supplies are used and proper CMOS transistor sizes are249

chosen for stable operation as in Table II. The simulation is250

performed using Cadence Spectre [25].251

B. Device-Level Stability Improvement252

Compared to the traditional CMOS SRAM cell, the hybrid253

CMOS-NEMS SRAM cell also greatly improves the thermal254

stability due to the high-temperature resilience of NEMS. The255

temperature resilience comes from the mechanical property as256

the surface adhesion force at the contact region of the switch257

beam causes difference in Vpi and Vpo and hence the hysteresis258

behavior. Fig. 5 provides the graphical representation of SNM259

for both 45- and 22-nm technology during hold and read state260

at 27 ◦C. The steep subthreshold slope of NEMS makes the261

two voltage transition curves form a larger rectangle area, while262

its hysteresis characteristic of different Vpi and Vpo moves the263

Fig. 5. SNM plots for CMOS and hybrid CMOS-NEMS-based SRAM cells in
(a) 45-nm hold state, (b) 45-nm read state, (c) 22-nm hold state, and (d) 22-nm
read state.

intersection point of the two VTCs to one side, enabling a big- 264

ger square to be fitted in. Therefore, NEMS-based SRAM can 265

withstand bigger noise input. As shown in Fig. 5, compared to 266

CMOS SRAM cell, the hybrid CMOS-NEMS SRAM cell im- 267

proves the stability by 2.3 and 4 times for 45- and 22-nm CMOS 268

in hold state, and also improves the stability by 5 and 7 times in 269

read state. 270

In addition, the CMOS SRAM cell is more vulnerable at 271

reading state [26] because it must retain the state in presence 272

of the bit-line precharge voltage. When the read operation is 273

performed as in Fig. 5(b) and (d), the access NMOS transistor 274

and the pull-down NMOS transistor form a voltage divider, 275

and the zero-storage node rises. If this read disturb voltage rises 276

larger than the trip voltage of the inverter at the other half of cell, 277

the cell would flip. Therefore, compared to hold state, CMOS 278

SRAM cell has 3 and 2 times poorer SNM in read state for 279

45- and 22-nm CMOS, and the SNM reduction at read state for 280

CMOS-NEMS design is 17% and 11%, respectively. 281

C. NEMS Device Overhead and Solution 282

The usual concern for NEMS-based design is the area and 283

delay overhead due to mechanical beam switching and contact 284

resistances. The area overhead can be alleviated by fabricating 285

NEMS on top of CMOS device through CMOS-compatible fab- 286

rication process [18]. For the imbalance between electrical and 287

mechanical delay, it can be minimized by an optimized relay- 288

based design which triggers all mechanical movement simul- 289

taneously within each circuit as explained in [20]. As one can 290

fabricate a global switch to turn ON and OFF different NEMS 291

at different SRAM cells simultaneously, the delay overhead ac- 292

tually is acceptable because the primary showstopper such as 293
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Fig. 6. 2-D checkerboard-like architectures with 4-processor and 16-processor
per-layer.

the leakage power and thermal runaway can be healed by us-294

ing NEMS. In addition, owing to the advancing technology, the295

electrical delay can be further minimized with process scaling.296

Some recent studies of scaling effect [27], [28] have already297

reported the obvious mechanical delay reduction. For example,298

in scaled NEMS circuits, the performance is dominated by the299

electrical delay (due to high contact resistances) rather than the300

mechanical delay [28].301

IV. CIRCUIT LEVEL—NEMS-BASED THERMAL BUFFER302

In circuit level, the interleaved structure of memory and pro-303

cessor is shown to improve the heat dissipation by creating tem-304

perature gradient, where the NEMS-based memory is employed305

as thermal buffer.306

A. Thermal Buffer307

To reduce the thermal problem in 3-D many-core memory-308

processor system, besides the power reduction at the source, the309

creation of heat dissipation path is also necessary. In the many-310

core system, each processor may form one peak-temperature311

region or hotspot, and these regions further merge into one huge312

hotspot across large area. This is not desirable as heat cannot313

be effectively removed along the lateral layer due to the small314

temperature gradient. To improve the lateral spreading of heat,315

one can use the relatively low-power memory, called thermal316

buffer, to separate these processors and therefore reduce the317

chances for thermal reliability problems. Fig. 6 shows the 2-D318

checkerboard-like floor-plan suggested in [29]. The processors319

are interleaved by memories as thermal buffers for easier heat320

dissipation and can be extended in a 3-D interleaving fashion.321

B. Circuit-Level Leakage Reduction322

To effectively apply thermal buffer, a relative low power ra-323

tio, or thermal gradient, between memory and processor is re-324

quired. However, with the significant increase of leakage power325

for technology beyond 45 nm, the leakage power of memory326

may present the same significance as the dynamic power of pro-327

cessors. Therefore, the feasibility of memory as thermal buffer328

requires a re-examination.329

Without losing generality, we still take the SRAM as an ex-330

ample to study the impact of thermal buffer at circuit level. As331

illustrated in Fig. 7(a), which presents the power ratio between332

memory and processor for SPEC-2000 benchmarks under differ-333

ent technologies, the average memory versus processor power334

ratio for 45-nm CMOS-based memory is 0.24. However, the335

ratio for 22-nm CMOS-based memory increases to 0.7, 3 times336

Fig. 7. (a) Averaged memory/processor power ratio for 45 and 22 nm by
CMOS and NEMS technologies. (b) Leakage power of 22-nm memory by
CMOS and NEMS technologies at different temperatures.

larger than the 45-nm CMOS technology. Such a high ratio can 337

no longer guarantee the feasibility of thermal buffer. Hence, to 338

enable the continuous usage of memory as thermal buffer for 339

small technology node, a new design of low leakage power is 340

needed. 341

From circuit level, the leakage reduction effect of NEMS- 342

based memory compared with CMOS-based memory can be 343

observed from Fig. 7(b), which compares the leakage power (Y - 344

axis) of one 4MB SRAM using the 22-nm CMOS and 22-nm 345

hybrid CMOS-NEMS technology, respectively, under different 346

temperatures (X-axis). Note that we also use the term of 22-nm 347

NEMS for the same meaning as 22-nm hybrid CMOS-NEMS. 348

From the figure, we observe that NEMS-based memory design 349

can reduce the leakage power of memory by 60% in average. 350

In addition, Fig. 7(a) shows that at 22-nm technology node, the 351

NEMS-based memory significantly reduces the power ratio and 352

makes the memory versus processor power ratio comparable 353

to that of 45-nm CMOS technology. As such, the reduction in 354

memory leakage power by NEMS enables its utilization as ther- 355

mal buffer in the 22-nm technology when temperature becomes 356

a major concern for 3-D many-core memory-processor system 357

design. 358

Now we explore the effectiveness of NEMS-based thermal 359

buffer when integrated into a 16-processor per chip architec- 360

ture. The checkerboard-like floor-plan as in Fig. 6 is assumed. 361

Different processors are running identical SPEC-2000 applica- 362

tion such as gcc. Fig. 8(a) shows that although the 45-nm CMOS 363

interleaved memory can still marginally work as thermal buffer 364

to form temperature gradient between processors and memories, 365

there already begins to appear a consolidated region of temper- 366

ature gradient in the center. On the other hand, it is clear that 367

due to the high memory versus processor power ratio for 22-nm 368

CMOS technology as shown in Fig. 7(a), the memory block can 369

no longer work as a guard-ring to create the temperature gradient 370

from processors and the merged hotspot region occupies almost 371

half of the floor-plan area as shown in Fig. 8(b). As such, the 372

heat spreading ability is poor. The effect of using 22-nm NEMS 373

memory as thermal buffer is shown in Fig. 8(c). Compared to the 374

CMOS-based design in Fig. 8(a) and (b), NEMS-based mem- 375

ory has a much more uniformly distributed temperature profile. 376

Hence, the peak temperature in Fig. 8(c) is much lower. This 377

indicates a good heat-spreading ability, which is very effective 378

to avoid thermal reliability problems. 379
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Fig. 8. Steady-state temperature profiles for 16-processor per-layer:
(a) 45-nm CMOS-based memory; (b) 22-nm CMOS-based memory; and (c)
22-nm NEMS-based memory.

Fig. 9. Averaged processor/memory steady-state temperatures for 22-nm
CMOS and 22-nm NEMS in (a) 4-processor per-layer and (b) 16-processor
per-layer.

Fig. 9 compares the average steady state temperature profiles380

for processors and memories when running different applica-381

tions for 4-processor and 16-processor architectures, respec-382

tively. We can observe that by using NEMS, the final average383

temperature difference between memory and processor is 2.6–384

3.6 times larger than CMOS. The whole average temperature385

of NEMS-based design is approximately 20 ◦C and 7 ◦C lower386

in 16-processor and 4-processor chip, respectively. Both results387

verify the effectiveness of NEMS-based thermal buffer.388

C. Circuit-Level Stability Improvement389

To consider the circuit-level memory stability, the temper-390

ature effect on the SRAM cell stability under 45- and 22-nm391

process is first analyzed. The cell setting is the same as the392

discussion in previous section. From the results in Fig. 9, the393

hold and read SNM of hybrid CMOS-NEMS design almost394

keeps steady at a high value larger than 600 mV. This is because395

the pull-in voltage and pull-out voltage is only determined by396

the NEMS beam dimension, contact area, surface properties,397

etc. [18]. As such, these physical properties are less vulnerable to398

Fig. 10. SRAM SNM variations with temperatures in hold and read states.

Fig. 11. SNM distribution profiles for 16-processor per-layer with: (a) 45-nm
CMOS SRAM, (b) 22-nm CMOS SRAM, (and c) 22-nm NEMS SRAM.

temperature variations, which is a prominent thermal resilience 399

advantage for NEMS-based memory design. On the contrary, as 400

the CMOS threshold voltage depends heavily on temperature, 401

for CMOS SRAM cell design, the SNM are reducing at a speed 402

of 3.2 mV/10 ◦C and 4.2 mV/10 ◦C for 45- and 22-nm process 403

in hold state, and 4.9 mV/10 ◦C and 3.1 mV/10 ◦C in read state. 404

Based on the temperature-aware SNM variation and the ther- 405

mal distribution profile in Fig. 8, the read SNM distribution 406

profile for CMOS and hybrid CMOS-NEMS SRAM memory 407

are plotted in Fig. 11. The stability of processor is measured 408

as the SNM of its internal SRAM cache memory. Not surpris- 409

ingly, the hybrid CMOS-NEMS SRAM design has much larger 410

SNM than CMOS design in both 22- and 45-nm technology, 411

which guarantees the stable working region of the 3-D many- 412

core memory-processor system at high temperature. 413

D. Circuit-Level NEMS Overhead and Solution 414

The upcoming 3-D integration technology leaves great po- 415

tential to reduce the overhead of NEMS. For example, although 416

NEMS may consume larger area than CMOS, it does not di- 417

rectly translate into larger memory size under 3-D integration, 418

because NEMS can be fabricated on top of the CMOS device 419

with back-end-of-line compatible technology [18]. In addition, 420

the newly introduced vertical connections with TSVs reduce 421

the delay and increase the communication bandwidth between 422

memories and processors. For example, the processors are able 423
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Fig. 12. (a) Fine-grain header-type power gating. (b) Fine-grain footer-type
power gating. (c) Coarse-grain (distributed) power gating.

to concurrently access multiple banks of the memory, which424

is infeasible in 2-D structures due to the overwhelming signal425

routing overhead. Combined with the global switch technique426

described in Section IV-C, the delay overhead of NEMS de-427

vice can be greatly alleviated at circuit level in 3-D many-core428

memory-processor system.429

V. SYSTEM LEVEL—NEMS-BASED THERMAL MANAGEMENT430

Although the use of thermal buffer can distribute the heat431

uniformly in lateral space, this approach might still not be suffi-432

cient to prevent thermal reliability problems for 3-D many-core433

memory-processor system due to the poor vertical heat-removal434

path. Thus, it is needed to further look into the solution for leak-435

age power reduction. One common practice for this purpose is436

to apply power gating [22], [23]. From the 3-D system level, the437

NEMS-based thermal management utilizes this power gating438

technique to avoid thermal runaway and keep memories at high439

stability.440

A. NEMS-Based Power Gating441

As shown in Fig. 12, power gating, or power switch-OFF tech-442

nique, usually refers to placing low-leakage PMOS sleep tran-443

sistors as header switches or NMOS as footer switches on-chip444

to selectively turning OFF current supply based on the applica-445

tion requirement. Designers are usually employing two types of446

power gating, namely fine-grain power gating and coarse-grain447

power gating.448

However, the use of traditional CMOS transistor for power449

gating has certain limitations. First, the CMOS sleep-transistor450

leaks current by itself even when switched OFF. Moreover, a451

larger CMOS transistor creates a smaller voltage drop, but also452

leaks more. In contrast, NEMS sleep transistor has a much453

higher Ion /Ioff ratio, and when NEMS sleep transistors are sized454

up, the on resistance can be identical with CMOS but with zero455

leakage. Hence, NEMS ideally works for the power gating to456

turn off the current leaking paths. In our architecture, the NEMS-457

based power-gating switch is designed in a distributed fashion458

for functional blocks at microarchitecture level. As shown in459

Fig. 3, NEMS switches are applied for each block of mem-460

ory and processor at different layers in a vertically distributed461

manner with data retention blocks.462

To effectively control thermal reliability problems, the NEMS463

switches are controlled by a proposed real-time power-gating464

controller at thermal-constant scale (ms), thus the delay (ns)465

overhead from NEMS is negligible. Next, the criteria to deter- 466

mine thermal runaway and thermal stability are further derived 467

in the following. 468

B. Thermal Runaway Criteria 469

A number of previous works [4], [6], [30] have revealed 470

the thermal-runaway phenomenon from temperature-aware mi- 471

croarchitecture level. However, no quantitative criterion is ob- 472

tained so far that can guide when thermal runaway happens. 473

In the following, a thermal-runaway threshold temperature 474

Tthreshold is derived for this purpose. 475

The thermal power Pthermal shown in (1) is already expo- 476

nentially dependent on temperature with parameters A and B. 477

For a given many-core system specification, off-line character- 478

ization can be performed to extract the corresponding A and 479

B using the microarchitecture-level leakage power estimation 480

with McPAT [31] and CACTI [32]. 481

Then, at microarchitecture level, we assume that each block 482

has thermal power generation Pthermal , thermal capacitance C, 483

temperature T , and K heat-removal neighbors. The temperature 484

increase is the result of interaction between the thermal power 485

generation and the heat flux flowing from the neighbors: 486

C
dT

dt
= Pthermal −

k∑

j=1

T − Tj

Rj
. (2)

Note that Rj is the thermal resistance from jth heat-removal 487

neighbor and is obtained from the used thermal model [33]. 488

One observation in the thermal-runaway region is that the 489

transient temperature becomes monotonic (up to second-order 490

derivative) with respect to time [30], i.e., 491

dT

dt
> 0,

d2T

dt2
> 0. (3)

Differentiating (2) with respect to time t, one can obtain 492

C
d2t

dt2
= BAeAT dT

dt
−

⎛

⎝
K∑

j=1

1
Rj

⎞

⎠ dT

dt
. (4)

With further consideration of (3), one can have 493

BAeAT >
K∑

j=1

1
Rj

(5)

where BAeAT denotes the leakage-power generation ability, and 494∑k
j=1 1/Rj denotes the heat-removal ability. Then, one can 495

define a threshold temperature for the thermal runaway 496

Tthreshold = T runaway
threshold =

1
A

ln

⎛

⎝ 1
AB

K∑

j=1

1
Rj

⎞

⎠ . (6)

Note that the dynamic power does not depend on T and it is not 497

a regular function of t neither. 498
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Fig. 13. Thermal management with closed feedback control loop.

C. Thermal Stability Criteria499

Increased temperature also degrades the thermal stability of500

CMOS memory. Take SRAM as an example, the SNM of CMOS501

SRAM decreases due to the threshold voltage shifting at high502

temperature. Although such degradation will not cause perma-503

nent device damage as thermal runaway, it potentially causes504

system errors and reduces overall system reliability. As such,505

the suitable temperature management scheme is still needed to506

maintain the thermal stability for memory.507

By calculating the stability-temperature relationship S(T )508

similar to the SNM curve shown in Fig. 10, we can calculate the509

temperature threshold T cell
threshold when one single memory cell510

enters the unstable region:511

T cell
threshold = maximum T ∀S(T ) > S ′ (7)

where S ′ is the user-defined spec such as minimal acceptable512

SNM.513

However, this threshold temperature T cell
threshold at device level514

cannot be directly used in system-level thermal management.515

Due to the temperature distribution within one memory block,516

different memory cells vary in stability. As the thermal manage-517

ment is performed at memory block level, it is more reasonable518

to measure the overall stability of a memory block in a statis-519

tical way. As such, here we employ the strategy that evaluates520

the stability of memory as the total percentage ϕ(T ) of unstable521

cells within it:522

ϕ(T ) =
N ′

N
(8)

where N ′ indicates the number of memory cells whose tem-523

perature is larger than T cell
threshold , and N is the total number524

of memory cells. Then, the temperature threshold to keep one525

whole memory block stable is defined as526

T stability
threshold = maximum T ∀ϕ(T ) < ϕ′ (9)

where ϕ′ can be decided by the user based on the specific sta-527

bility requirements for different applications.528

D. Real-time Controller for Thermal Management529

This paper develops a real-time power gating for thermal man-530

agement to prevent thermal runaway and thermal stability prob-531

lems at thermal-time-constant scale (i.e., ms), which is differ-532

ent from the traditional power gating at electrical-time-constant533

scale (i.e., ns). Given the derived thermal-reliability criteria, po-534

tential thermal reliability problems such as thermal runaway or535

memory instability can be predicted. Based on the prediction,536

the power gating control loop is depicted in Fig. 13. The input is537

Fig. 14. Transient temperature increased with thermal reliability concern, and
real-time prediction based on a small moving window.

the thermal-reliability threshold temperature obtained from (6) 538

or (9) off-line. The predicted temperature is compared with the 539

threshold to determine if power gating needs to be performed. 540

Although the predictor-based thermal management has been ad- 541

dressed for dynamic frequency voltage scaling [34], [35], it has 542

not been explored yet for power gating, specifically for reducing 543

leakage-power-induced thermal reliability problems. 544

As illustrated in Fig. 14, our real-time power gating is per- 545

formed as follows. Temperature prediction is performed inside 546

one specific time window which is also defined as the control 547

cycle. It consists of a number of sampling intervals, all at ms- 548

scale. Inside one time window at thermal-time-constant scale, 549

auto regressive model AR(p) [36] is employed for the transient 550

temperature prediction. AR model usually works in time series 551

analysis, attempting to predict an output Tt of a system based on 552

the recent historical outputs obtained from temperature sensors: 553

Tt−1 , Tt−2 , . . . , Tt−p , because Tt is linearly regressive against 554

Tt−1 , Tt−2 , . . . , Tt−p : 555

Tt =
p∑

i=1

ai · Tt−1 + ε(t). (10)

Here, p is the order of the model, usually much less than the 556

length of the series, and the choice of p is a tradeoff between 557

accuracy and computation effort: a1 , a1 , . . . , ap are the auto re- 558

gression coefficients; ε(t) is the uncorrelated error. The param- 559

eters can be calculated using least square method and updated 560

in every control cycle. Note that the length of the temperature 561

series is corresponding to the number of sampling intervals in 562

the time window. Since the temperature change is not rapid at 563

thermal-time-constant scale and is partially correlated due to the 564

correlation of workloads, the prediction by windows can still be 565

fast and highly accurate. 566

In the experiments, to emulate the real-time controller, the 567

temperature change for each control cycle can be estimated 568

using 569

ΔTi =
Pi · Δt

ci
+

Ti · Δt

Ri · Ci
(11)

where Pi is the thermal power estimated by power model, Δt is 570

the control cycle, and Ri and Ci are the thermal resistance and 571

capacitance from thermal model. 572
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Fig. 15. Flow-chart of the real-time power-gating control.

Fig. 16. Real-time power gating control with two thresholds.

The real-time power gating control flow chart for each mem-573

ory and processor block is illustrated in Fig. 15. According to the574

flow, the procedure of the real-time power gating is summarized575

as follows.576

1) The control starts with the initial power input to obtain the577

transient temperature T .578

2) At each time window, update the obtained transient tem-579

perature from last interval.580

3) Temperature predictions are made using AR model based581

on the previously recorded temperature series.582

4) Check if the block is already power gated or not. If not,583

the predicted temperature is checked against the thermal-584

reliability criteria. The block will be power gated if it585

offenses the thermal-reliability threshold.586

5) If the block is already power gated, we check and wake it587

up if the predicted temperature goes lower enough to the588

safe region under Tsafe .589

6) Based on thermal management decisions made in steps590

4 and 5, the system run to the next time window and all591

block temperatures will be updated and recorded.592

Note that the two temperatures Tthreshold and Tsafe turn the593

real-time thermal control into a hysteresis control, as shown in594

Fig. 16. As the temperature changes with the generated power at595

ms-scale, the effect of temperature variation could be later than596

the power variation at electrical-cycle level. Considering this and597

that the power of system workload usually changes stochasti-598

cally, the margin between Tthreshold and Tsafe can prevent the599

Fig. 17. (a) Thermal-runaway threshold temperature prediction based on the
derived criteria from training data. (b) Thermal-runaway threshold temperature
simulation result extracted from Hotspot.

overhead induced by too frequent sleep/wake-up transition. The 600

result is verified in the experiment section. 601

VI. EXPERIMENTS BY SIMULATION 602

To evaluate the effectiveness of NEMS-based thermal buffer 603

and power gating in keeping thermal reliability, the 3-D many- 604

core memory-processor system with CMOS-NEMS-based ther- 605

mal management circuit is built as in Figs. 3 and 6. All NEMS 606

devices are based on the model in [18], and all CMOS devices 607

(45 and 22 nm) are based on the PTM [24]. In our numerical ex- 608

periments, SRAM is used as an example of memory. Modified 609

CACTI [32] and McPAT [31] are used to model both the CMOS- 610

and NEMS-based memories and processors with consideration 611

of leakage power. Each SRAM block is assumed to be 4 MB, 612

the typical design specification for current many-core memory- 613

processor architectures. The Wattch [37] simulator is also mod- 614

ified to consider the advanced CMOS technology and generate 615

dynamic power trace. The resulting platform is further inte- 616

grated together with HotSpot [33] for electrical–thermal cou- 617

pling simulation and thermal resistance and capacitance calcula- 618

tion. The real-time temperature prediction is implemented with 619

AR model by assuming the given measured power traces. As 620

such, one can evaluate the proposed hybrid CMOS-NEMS plat- 621

form for 3-D many-core memory-processor system with thermal 622

management. 623

A. Real-time Thermal Management for Thermal Runaway 624

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the real-time power 625

gating in preventing the thermal runaway reliability problem 626

for 3-D many-core memory-processor system in this part. As 627

one illustration example, we set the heat-spreader size to be 628

3 cm × 3 cm, and the heat-sink size to be 6 cm × 6 cm. Based 629

on the thermal model used in [33], the equivalent heat-removal 630

resistance R is calculated as 0.365 K/W, i.e., the heat-removal 631

ability is 2.74 W/K. In addition, from off-line leakage power 632

characterization, A = 0.0666, B = 0.0024 for 45-nm CMOS 633

with 16 processors. As such, the system has large power dissi- 634

pation but poor thermal removal ability. As shown in Fig. 17(a), 635

the thermal-runaway threshold temperature T runaway
threshold is 636
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Fig. 18. Transient temperatures of thermal runaway under the dynamic ther-
mal management for 22-nm CMOS- and 22-nm NEMS-based designs.

approximately 418 K (145 ◦C), which agrees with the detailed637

thermal transient simulation by HotSpot [33] as in Fig. 17(b).638

With Tthreshold = T runaway
threshold = 145 ◦C, we go on to do the639

real-time thermal management for thermal runaway. For a fast640

simulation, the initial temperatures for all the blocks are set to641

be 100 ◦C. The real-time power gating is applied at thermal-time642

constant level with 0.06-ms sampling period in a time window643

of 1.2 ms for the prediction. Tsafe is empirically set as 90% of the644

Tthreshold to leave a control margin, i.e., 130.5 ◦C. In practice,645

this percentage could be specified by the user.646

The targeted structure is a four-layer with 16-processor per-647

layer 3-D many-core system running SPEC2000 applications648

gcc. We investigate the real-time thermal-runaway control of one649

block which is going to the status of thermal runaway. For 22-nm650

CMOS and 22-nm NEMS, the results in Fig. 18 are obtained.651

It shows that the thermal runaway happens at 145 ◦C when652

without thermal control. The transient temperature originally653

will get into the runaway region for both CMOS and NEMS654

when there is no thermal-runaway control. However, with the655

real-time power gating, the temperature can be successfully656

throttled back. As we have employed the hysteresis control,657

the power gating will be stopped unless Tsafe is arrived. Thus,658

the transient temperature increases again, yet always below the659

thermal runaway region.660

In addition, considering the starting time of thermal runaway,661

22-nm NEMS is later than 22-nm CMOS as seen in Fig. 18.662

Based on the results of more benchmarks gzip, vortex, crafty,663

mesa, and parser, the average NEMS-based thermal runaway664

starting time is approximately 4 times later than that of CMOS665

as shown in Fig. 19. This longer reliable running time also tes-666

tifies the advantage of NEMS for leakage and thermal-runaway667

reduction in 3-D many-core memory-processor systems.668

B. Real-time Thermal Management for Thermal Stability669

In this part, we consider the real-time power gating for keep-670

ing the thermal stability of memories. The 22-nm SRAM is671

chosen as an example, since it is most vulnerable to noise infer-672

ence in read state. According to the SNM plot in 22-nm CMOS673

read state, the curve fitting is done to get the function between674

Fig. 19. Thermal runaway starting time with respect to power traces for
CMOS- and NEMS-based designs.

Fig. 20. Transient temperature comparison for real-time power-gating control
with SNM-constraint for CMOS-based SRAM, and thermal-runaway-constraint
for NEMS-based SRAM.

SNM (V) and temperature (◦C), i.e., 675

S(T ) = (−0.0003 · T + 0.0982)V. (12)

From the analysis in Section IV-C, we assume the minimum 676

stable SNM threshold to be 60 mV. Then, the threshold temper- 677

ature T cell
threshold = 127 ◦C can be obtained for the 22-nm CMOS 678

SRAM cell. We further define the thermal stability threshold 679

T stability
threshold for one memory block as the temperature causing 680

more than 10% memory cells to enter unstable region. 681

Note that as thermal runaway tends to physically damage the 682

device permanently, its criteria from (6) must still be satisfied. 683

Thus, the overall thermal management threshold temperature 684

becomes 685

Tthreshold = min{T stability
threshold , T runaway

threshold}. (13)

This is important for NEMS-based memory, since it has high 686

enough SNM, which implies that the T stability
threshold � T runaway

threshold . 687

Therefore, its thermal control threshold temperature is still dom- 688

inated by T runaway
threshold . 689

Using the same benchmark and system configuration as in the 690

previous section, and also set Tsafe here as 90% of the Tthreshold , 691

the results for one block are shown in Fig. 20. We can see the 692

22-nm CMOS-based memory has temperature successfully kept 693

below 127 ◦C, which is the stable working region. On the con- 694

trary, NEM-based memory is able to work at higher temperature 695
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Fig. 21. Thermal stability starting time with respect to power traces for
CMOS- and NEMS-based designs.

Fig. 22. Transient temperature comparison for real-time power-gating control
and static power-gating control for 22-nm NEMS-based designs.

region due to its much higher stability (i.e., SNM), and is only696

limited by thermal runaway problem.697

Similarly, the starting time for thermal stability problem698

is shown in Fig. 21, with the average NEMS-based thermal699

reliability problem starting time 6.6 times later than that of700

CMOS. The even larger ratio compared to that in Section VI-A701

comes from the fact that NEMS-based design is much less vul-702

nerable to thermal stability problems defined in Section V-C.703

Thus, the use of NEMS in memory design is verified to have704

better performance in thermal stability improvement.705

C. Comparison of Real-time and Static Control706

Moreover, to testify the effectiveness of the real-time power707

gating, we compare the transient temperature profiles between708

real-time control and static control. The static controller works709

by simply turning OFF the processor and memory block when-710

ever its temperature is above Tthreshold , and turning it on once711

temperature goes below Tthreshold . The result for 22-nm NEMS-712

based design is shown in Fig. 22. We can see the transient tem-713

perature for real-time control varies between the two previously714

defined Tthreshold and Tsafe , while the temperature for static715

control keeps fluctuating around the 145 ◦C threshold. And the716

average temperature for the real-time control is 8 ◦C smaller717

than that of static control.718

Fig. 23. Power-on block ratio comparison for real-time power-gating control
and static power-gating control.

Fig. 23 further illustrates the ratio of power-on blocks in both 719

control schemes. Obviously, the frequent fluctuations for static 720

control stand for the high frequency of block ON/OFF switching, 721

which results in large power gating and data retention overhead. 722

On the contrary, due to the hysteresis control scheme, the real- 723

time control greatly reduces the power gating frequency, which 724

will further translated into better system performance. 725

VII. CONCLUSION 726

The increased leakage power by technology scaling and 727

longer heat removal path by vertical layer stacking can intro- 728

duce significant thermal reliability problems in 3-D integration, 729

namely thermal runaway and thermal stability. In this paper, 730

we have explored the solution by the NEMS-based thermal 731

management with the proven results by extensive experimental 732

validations from device, circuit, and system levels, respectively. 733

Experimental results show that compared to the CMOS-based 734

design: at device level, the hybrid CMOS-NEMS-based design 735

can reduce the leakage power by 56–70% and can maintain 736

2.3–7 times larger thermal stability; at circuit level, the hybrid 737

CMOS-NEMS-based design can maintain the effectiveness of 738

memory as thermal buffer for better heat dissipation; and at 739

system level, the hybrid CMOS-NEMS-based real-time thermal 740

management is able to aggressively throttle the thermal run- 741

away and maintain the thermal reliable running time for 4–6.6 742

times longer. The real-time thermal management also leads to 743

less power gating overhead and 8 ◦C lower steady temperature 744

when compared to the static thermal management. All these 745

perspectives have demonstrated the advantage when applying 746

NEMS for thermal management in the future 3-D many-core 747

memory-processor system at tera-scale. 748
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